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ENERGY'

,.XTOcutscapital buge
for '0jy$6oo million

• .,,,

The firm also sells hedges to pay debt. gas infrastructure. That's down 16 percent
from the company's previously announced

By IM UA....4 2009 budget, which called for $3.3 billion for
I jfuuayIs ,ar.teegram. . -. exploration and development and $500 mil-

XTO Energy said Tuesday that it is trimming lion for pipelines.its 2009 capital-spending plans by • The company anticipates running an aver-
jia because of depressedenatural gas prices, age of 65 drilliiag rigs during the yea. •That
which are at their lowest levels in more than compareswith 93 rigs the company operated
two y ears. during last year's third quarter, according to

The Fort Worth-based independent pro- past presentations.
'duer als& said that,1for. the second time in.. In the same releaseý Simpson said that'"in-
less th • 1namonth, it haýs raised cash tto pay . c9 ucfion too rapidlyito the:cur-
. own.deb•t• set • ing some of its hedges'on rendlv oIver-supplied. naturalgas markets-is:_
2009production..Tihose hedgeswhicherepre- not:.a nrudent .use of our sharehoht•rW .r'.

,senit i•g, e iemegs to sell crudedoil and.natural ý s.utton said the company expects to
gas atesome ix¢e"d price mn the future, were tie- reaUlizefree:cash flow of more than $2 billion
god-iaed lasti.yIar when prices were much in 2009. at the projected production level.
h.ighr and therefore have gainedin value as XTO said it .expects to spend about
.priceshave pluned- .$725. millionin the BaRnett Shale, whee it, is

Last week, X2T0 Chairman JBob Simpson one of the biggest produ'cers. That's down.
sad .th e• company's•lieges"were"worth more from $800milhion in the original 2009 budget.
.. 5billion ia the•startof t:-year. XTO Two other energy companies, Mara
sid it sold about a thirid of its hdedges Tesday,, Oil and Anadarko Petroleufin also. said Tues-
raising $800. riii•rn after taxes• • ihat they are 8calin back their spending

Simpson saidTuesday that the coipany plans Marathon 7eo rs fifth-largest
expcts thihe move will trim its debt to between integrated oil company, said it cut its capital
$10 billion and $10.5 billion. budget 24 percent; while Ana~akoý simply

On•Jan. 14,2XTO announced: that it settled said thdat iwillspend less than it did in 2008.'
about a third of its hedges for $900 million af- Energy companies' efforts to throttle back
ter taxes. In both cases; it put new hedges in spending after going all-out in previ ous years
place that are tied to current prices, protect-. is generally drawing approval frominvestors.
ing the company against further declines. ,XTO's shares (ticker: XTO) rose 43. cents,, or

Regarding its reduced capital budget, XTO 1.2 percent, to close at $36.46 Tuesday in be-
said it expects to spend $2.75 billion on ex- low-average trading.
plorafion arid development iin 2009, and
$450 million on:pipelines and other natural JIM FUQUAY, 817-390-7552 AS( . L :)
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;Economic stimulus plans compared'...
Highlights of the spendingand tax cuts in the economic stimulus plans. One totaling $819 billion was passed bythe House.
The Senate is expected tovote on a compromise amendment that cuts its bill to $827 billion.'.

A Higheramount " ."
Program A u OU. . •'. ..t
Edcatigony I.- h110n HO S SENATE$ Majo caugots

Education $79 StabilizaItion Fund forstateeducationopro $3 StabilizatinFundfor stateeducationprograms over fiveyears, in billions (Senate as of Thursday):

S] 3,fl Low-income elementary, seconda~ry schools $124 Ciow-income elementary, secondlarychosA un HO S
hconstruction projects 0 Noschool, universityconstruction projects si: sadoule; d

.$15.6A Increase maximum Pell grants, , 13'.9 Increase maximum Pell grants nidul'>Txcetfrxp efamlieiuds, T>ax creditafrsndlesarndta couples eoxpandles
1$1(.6 Help stateIs educate children with disabilities S $130 11 elp states edu~icate children withdcisabi ,lities i famihu ta crdi an earne tax crdtfrfm

......... withchildren; edu cation tax c~redits housing
$141.2 A SUBTOTAL I 2 -$8.3~ SUBTOTAL '"~incentives - - ''---. .. ..... . . .... .. ....... . . .. .. . . . ... . .. ..... . . ... ----------------------------

Unemployment ~~$7O Extend, expand federal unemployment insurance $2 Extend, expand federal unemployment insurance $84.0 SUBTOTAL
insurance, job - • through Dec.31.. .i ie : :: - through Dec. 31 1 - i
training -- $4.0 C Staatgrantntfoorojobatrnining-- -- Businessj tateega trsfantrjsfI tra nbtngr ----nBsies Allowance for certain property acquired in

1, SUBTOTAL I$04 SUBTOTAL 2009;,5-year carryback of net operating------------ ................ ..............i i l i i --i ------- .... .... ................ --- --
He'ltcar ~ - llost 1$() losses; extend bonus depreciation for

HelhcrI1- AlwttsoepadMdiadocoepol oepansluionproiionl forunemp~lol~ yed investments in new plants and equipmentK
.who lose jobs through 2010 .. .......... ..... --------------
1 370 Reimbursementto state Medicaid program-s; 4.9 $80 -Reimbursernentto'state Medicaid programs; 5.6 $47.0 SUBTOTAL

percentage point increase for every state; S0 percentage point in 'crease for every state, 20 1- -, -

percent of total spending res'erved for additional percent of tota lspending reserved for additional State, local, Qulfe scolcntutonbns aal
1 1 -help -to states basedb n -unemlployment rates> &. help tostates based oniunemployment rates governments."I -bond option forgovernm~ent bonds 1

". $20.0 Information techn ology i nc ives;enalties for' $190 Information technology incentives; penalties for• u SUBTOTAL

providers not adopting health IT as of fiscal 201I6; ' providers not adopting health IT as of fiscal 2015;$7 UBOA
new.privacy rules -. ' . .....new privacy rules ' ' "- -

- $27.D Expand COBRA, an extensionof employer'-. $2100 - Expand COBRA, an extension of employer netvsrnwbe Energy or bul aiiy;etn aprovided health insurance for people who lose .provided health insurance for people who lose nr•eetives for. purchaen. orbuil.fa e•fciity.extend tax.
therjobs 5%ieiueusiy 12 'months; -''- th'eir jobs; S0 preiu susd fo2mnh furnaces, pnurca~e of enegyefic

peoleoverge 5 5or with 1 years tenuire at jobs eu 0L nultoec'~
g~et un'subsicized coverage through age 65 -- SUBTOTAL ..

S1.17,0 SUBTOTAL ' -$126. SUBTOTAL
. ................... .. . ... ------• .. . .. . ----------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------.. .. .... ....... ........ ...... .... .. ....... . .. ... ... ... ... ... ...

Defense,' .. $57A Militaryconstruction IS 1, . Military construction ~S N T
$2.7 Renovation- 3.2 Renovation SENATE.

security, $9 Homeland seurty $5 Homeland"~ seurtveeas$. -- --criyK ---- -oelnd --Xr2 --- Individuals Tax credi~tfor singles and couples; expanded
veean 1.0.VA.6riditiruciominlyhmedical facilities, VA ,-$4 construction, mainly medical facilitisfmle........s' - tax credit and earned tax credit for families'

12 U. . ..B.faile $1 SUTOA with children; education tax credits housing
S-- - - incentives; increase AMT eempti on

Transportation, $30,Q. Highway pro6grams; states have 90 days to start IS 171 1 H ighway programs; states have 180 days to start -

infrastructure $12.0 Transit; states have 90 days to start 8...4. Transit; states have 180 days to start -......... ISUBTOTAL

$4.S Army Corps of, Engineers projects, S 4.6 -Army Corps of Engineers projects .1

$46,5 A SUBTOTAL S -1$0.1- SUBTOTAL Business -Allowance for certain property acquired in
...... --------:: ....................... -----------------------.. .... ..--.....- ........ .... . .. . ...:: :::9::five-y ear ca:rry back of n et:o p erating

Energy, 1 R&D on renewable energy, energy efficieny ..... ..... .. $1 RD oosses;deferralof•certain income. romenvironment S 45 Mdr~~etipi 4,5 Moder nizeectigi discharge of indebtedness -

6 k 1 AS A Pil -ot Icle-an coal p~rojects- $4.6 A Pilot clean coal projects '.) :J.: I i i. $72.0k SUBTOTAL
$8&0.Loan guarantees for re newable-energy rojects S0 $.0 4--Loan guarantees for renewable-ener-gy projects II

. 6.0 Wastewater infrastructure revolving loan fund W - 40 astewater i~nfrastru~cture revol.vi~ng loan fund- ;-"--'1
-.- '... ... '... . . .. . . . . State, locali . Specif ccategory not lste d .

. ....... :i/S $2.0 Drinking water fund .. -. 0- Drinkingwaterfi..und ,oI I o
---- ---- -- - -- - - -- governm ene ts - ' 1--

A K' tIC 1t6 - $,2.1 A. Natona Parkona Pnfkinastruciur'eure
----- ------ ...... .SU B T O T A L. ... .. .... ....... .. ..SU B TO.. ..... . . . . . . . . .. ... .. .. . . ...... . . .. ... .....-- -

Housing - '$ -Public housing............, .- $ 0~ P Iublic housing .. E- rg Exeso ofrnwbelcrct tax credit;:
Yincentive ,s extend tax creit or purchase of-$4.2 A States to buy,rehiabforeclosed housing S1225 Statestobuy rehab foreclosed housing t Ieryefficien funcsiultoec;..

S~I5 HOME program; expand affordable housing S 2.2 HOME program; expand ztffo rdable housing LJtv-yearcarryback of busine ss credits

~enorcme $ 10o.7 -n SUBTOTAL -s- . .. . .$. SUBTOTAL I -I10 SBOA
Law - - 3.0 H He Ipstate, Ioca c ri m ef ihti ng $iS - Help state, local crime fighting -SresCodyUHo dentoitmmteoaatn

enforcemnt $ I. Hire poli~ce-offic-er~sf~orcomm-unitypoiicing..... $0. H irepoliceoff icersfor com munitypolicirng
- '$4 A SUBTOTAL S-1.5$2 SUBTOTAL '--7. C
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* TEXAS LEGISLATURE.

Solr ower, coulId
Sgeta tunto shine

Inaes, renewable energy, has, generall ~ai'wn
' •. Butithat may be" aboý.to change.

Legislatosihavefiled a.seri S ofbihllsn thehope.ofiar-- id Tekas ý S o1ajr fo t rint . 7- ,
.th lawmrtakers an envirqnmehtal groups hope
that some type of legislationwill get passed..

.m~roposals cal forý creating uincenveorrbis
to'he1of~~ Acst of bista ato-sthiers,.wouldn maeit Ihard-er, feor iborhood eass3ciatiis, t<block te in-
stall , i nein onr ne 0 ahe aa,

olay, newys conference's will held across, the state totout solar .power'Is ..benef .its.

ELECTRICITY

Legisl-atr may
gve renewabl

ener ab
'ncentives andrebat~es 'simlar. to the one that star.t
,C".ld help make solar ed .. th w,.d a d e a.,
panels more affordable. 1 Noah TanEr of l ¶n-

North Tekas Rene.aleEn
By BILL I-INtkt4A ergy~j ..!Fort Wortsd
6h .y st r,- , boosting ',,,.incentives could

For. the last decade' when ,uP-stathis L in1dustry.:":: " - '• ... ' of ' f thes& i o6ii e ge.t.. . . .... ,
m6st people have thought Of 'i te . nce... ve gre
renewable energy m Texas, pase business is re
theyhave usually thought of going to takeoff," said Dun-

ind. e u~' can, who has bee•'installing
But this: year, soar and' solar panels for sA years.

othe I forms. I of v.hewable State, Sen. Tro Frase r
e g are starting to get a' i-lrseshoe

place at the table at the Leg- type. -

S islattare s. • th. " ,Legltlation includintg in- sio 57 raser, caimno
cenjtives and re .bateS could 7S~aend Buisines and Cr

Pave the w~ay for. individuals. rrce., Cornut!tee -
and' businesses: to. afford so.- cawnlegislation a* de-
jar panels -and spur a boom More on ENERGY 0%12C



Energy: News.conferences will focus on solar power
CONTINUED FROM IC

cade ago.
"Before that legislation, it

wasn't cost-effective in Tex-
as," he saii. "Now.'re the
a tpoducer of wi -

in the United States -
t as wha 'w e
ing~to dýwth sof- "

Ron Hein of Fort Worth
•pent $26,000 to install 3 kilo-
$vatts of solar panels on his
1 ome, near the Cultural Dis-
trict, in 2007 and '08. Hein
said that the system has re-
duced his electricity costs by
about 45 percent but that re-
couping the cost of the. panels
will take about 15 years. He
said he could have saved a lot.
of money by installing the*
whole system at once. .

Hein said incentives from
the state and utilities could
persuade more homeowners
and businesses to follow his
lead. "'It's like an asset that's
paying for itself," he said.

Fraser said he will hold
hearings to build a consensus
on solar legislation that
should incorporate thebest of
all the current bills. Fr=I 's
SB 545 and SB 546 cafffor es-
tablishing programs for, re-
spectively, solar generation
incentives and energy effi-.

The Tarrant Regional Water Distr
megawatt, roof-mounted.solar ar

ciency.
But myriad issues must be

considered, from determin-
ing -what incentives would
work best to ensuring that in-
dividual solar panel users will
get credit for any. electricity
they generate.
. "There is nothing that is

not on the table,". Fraser said.
"We are going' to be training
Texas in using energymore ef-
ficiently"

With the new presidential
administration calling for 1

He supports Luminant's
proposal to double, to four,
the number of reactors at Co-
manche Peak in Glen Rose.
The proposal has drawn the
ire of environmentalists and
some residents.

But Fraser believes that so-
lar power could prove ideal
for businesses arid. munici-
palities.

"I really think a lot of the
push will come from munici-
pal buildings, state buildings
and local governments," he
said. "We've 'also heard from
businesses like Wal-Mart and
HEB that have expressed in-

. IUA terest."riot is building a.1,360-panel, 236- •The Tarrant Regional Wa-

ray.. . TARRANT REGIOINAL WATER DISTRIC ter District is already building
what is being billed as the,

million plug-in cars on the largest roof-mounted solar
road, kraser.would like.to see array.. in Texas: a 1,360-panel,
incentives for parking garages 236-megawatt system- that
with solar arrays where driV- Will cost $1•.47 million and -is
ers could plug in their electric expec ted to pay for itself in 20
cars while they're at W~ork. years, Water District spokes-..Fraser also believes that man Chad Lorance said.
Wind farms, which often gen- Last week, •Austin Energy,

erate electricity at night, the state capital's-electric util-
when demand is low, could itm, announced that it wantsto,
help generate power for plug- l'dild one of the largest solar
in cars at night. , .. . Projects of its kind *in the

Other sources of energy world. It could open by 2010,
may include geothermal and,' power as many as. 5,000
in Fraser's case, nuclear. homes and allow Austin Ener-

rgyto stay on track to generate
30 percent of its power from
renewable sources by 202ev.

"This is the year for solar in
the Texas Legislature," said
.Tom. "Smitty" Smith of Public

Citizen. "We are in a race to
become the .manufacturing

capital.for solar energy in the
United States. Right now, we
are losing it to other states
that have incentive pro-
grams."

Today, legislators and' envi-
ronmentalists will hold state-
wide news conferences to
draw attentionf to solar ener-
gy.

"Wind has been a tremenW
dous boon, but a lot of the
wind in West Texas and on the
coast blows at a certain time
of day'-- it 'do'esn't provide

base powerm" said Cyl.s Reed,
conservation director of the
Lone Star chapter of the Sierra
Club. "Solar. does give you a
different time of day to gener-
ate electricity than .wind. We
also need tO explore other ide '-
as like geothermnal. The idea

is,. we need other sources of
energy."/A, m 13)

BILL HANNA,' 817-390-7698

I.
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'Texas needs'.
to take the lead'
News conferences statewide
promote solar legislation.

By BILL HANNA
billhanna@star-telegrain.com

FORT WORTH - For Entech Solar, the
level of interest soared in the summer
when the price of crude. reached $140 a
barrel.

Suddenly, the calls came in as compa-
nies and government entities searched
for new sources of energy. But the surge
wasn't just about being green".

"They want to know what their, costs.
aregoing to be," said Robert Walters, vice
president of marketing for Entech Solar,

More on ENERGY on SC

Tuesday, February 3, 2009 1 SC

IEnergy: Legislation may
benefit area solar firm
CONTINUED FROM IC 22,000jobS.
which designs solarsystems =flls filed- would
and is based in the Alliance prohibit neighborhood as-
Global Logistics Hub in far sociations from banning so-
north Fort Worth. lar panels on residences.

Even as gas prices haveSdr eresLia-r- Looking to growi

newable energy has re Entech, formerly based in
mained high. . Keller, was acquired by Wa-

*At a news conference terworld and Solar technol-
Monday at Entech's head- ogies a year ago. Waterworld
quarters, , Tom "Smitty" then changed its name to
Smith of Public Citizen said Entech Solar .and moved its
Texas is competing with 30 corporate headquarters
other states to become the from New Jersey to Texas.
manufacturing capital of the Walters said that if solar
United. States and needs in- power expands as rapidly ascentives to keep pace with '1 o environ In-

states like New Jersey. t is s p redict, companies
".With . the economic- li need incen-

stimulus. pacag feending tives to keep growing in Tex-
and feder-global-warming as.' .

legislation d!wn the pipe. Entech currently has 40
Texas now more than ever employees but .expects to
•needs to t-aerne lead on re- double that number. It is
newable-ener ý.roje cts," building a demonstration
Smith said. array of solar panels across

Legislative and environ- the street from its headquar-
mental leaders held news ters and has also discussed'

* conferences statewide Mon- building large-scale solar
day to promote solar legisla- systems in.West Texas.. Wal-
tion. A. bipartisan group of ters said states like Califor-
legislators announced sev- nia are aheadof Texas in of-
eral initiatives designed to fering incentives.
expand solar energy in Texas.
and said Texas has more un-_ What's ahead
tapped solar power than any -Nearly .4,800 megawatts of
oter -state. solar projects'have been an-

Smith. said . legislators *nounced in California and.
have wuedn somarj Arizona, according to Public

Is that wouR %r exam-. Citizen..
pie, create incen ive pro-: Entechi which was foun-
grams from user. ees to en-' d •in 1 has custom
courage businesses and in- that include the S. Depart-
dividuals to install solar sys- -rena ofEnegy, taNNonali Re-
temns. Prp Nat r Laboratory,
abo•ut an extra $1 a month NASA and the Jet Propulsion
onutility bills could result in Laboratory. \
500,000 solar roofs in Texas z-¢ 6 ,-1,,w - &4,-
by 2020 and bring the state BILL HANNA, 817-390-7698

fleL 05,- ,-



ECONOMY

Teaspoised to gain~
significant benefits fi
federal stimulus pac
The federal stimulus could
help relieve traffic.
congestion, push the
envelope on clean-coal
technology and move
wind-generated electricity
around the state.

By BRUCE CHURCH
Special to the Star-Telegam .

As the new administration in
Washington faces down this
country's worst economic cri-
sis since the Great Depression,
one of its first significant acts
will'be figuring out how to de-
ploy the. proposed federal
stimulus package.- whatever THE ASSOCIATED
shape it ultimately takes.

7C

2Cn
When he was still presi-

dent-elect, Barack Obama's U.S. wind i qdustrv grew by 45
transition team asked IBM for . percent, and over hal of that
thoughts on this. Our recom7 growth came from Texas. We,
mendation emphasized trans- produce more wind power
formational investments in than any oter state, and sec-
smarter infrastructure as the ond place is not even close_
best way to create. new jobs 'Texas accounts for almost,
and stimulate growth. " • one-third of the nation's total!

Texas'also stands to benefit installed wind capacity. That's
from such an approach. the equivalent of the electric-!

As the bill stands, Texas ity needed to power more than.
would get $2.3 billion for high- 1 million Texas homes.:
ways, $370 million for transit Imagine what that would&
and $277 million for clean-wa m n or resi entsi
ter projects. A portion of feder- exas could get federal fund-
al funds is also slated specifi- ligTor wind transmission pro-
callyfor ourneckofthewoods, s t more of the wind
going to North Texas public* power generated in West Tex-
schools, highway projects and as, where most. of the wind,
public transit. . farms are located, could make

These are extremely impor-. its way to the Metroplex and

PRESS(LM OTERO tant areas, and Texas should other parts of the state.
do everything it can to use Clean coal is another thing
these funds wisely. But there we heard, a: lot about during
are other transformational mi-. the 2008 campaign; and it's in-
tiatives in the legislation that cluded in the bill, too, .in the
will help prepare Texas to form of $2.4 billion set aside to
compete in the 21st century, develop technology to capture
and we shouldn't be shy about.,and store carbon "dioxide
pursuing them. emitted by coal power plants.

Consider the issue of our Texas could play a major
country's electric , grids,. role here as well. Many of our
They're in dire need ofan up- oil companies have developed.
grade,,and this isa majorfocus methods to store carbon diox-
of the stimulus bill. Making an ide,. which they. use. to inject,
electric grid ý"smart," with into, aging. wells to. produce
things like digital sensors and, nmore oil; For this reason, some
advanced analytics, has many 'geologists think Texas. could
advantages; For .utilities, it become a national laboratory
makes it easier to detect out- for carbon storage.
ages and integrate cleaner, re- It's i tothink about
newable energy sources. www t investments in renew-,

Meanwhile, consumers can able energy and other smarter
manage their' energy con infas-tructure .-projects could1

sumption more effectively be- mean for Texas. And there are'
cause they get abetter sense of many other initiatives in the,
their usage and. how it affects stimulus billthatwillhelp pre-i

their costs. For Texans, that's a pare us to compete.-inn the
pretty important benefit. global economy, includinigim-I
Homeowners in Dallas and proving healthcare technolo-

Houston had the.highest aver-• gy systems and, expanding
age utility bills in the country broadband access to rural ar-
last year. according to one re- eas. '.. .

cent report... . The list of things that need
Smart. grid funding is cornm to be addressed is long. But if

plemented nicely in the feder- we play our cards right,,Texas
al stimulus legislation by -, could be a leader on the na-
billion m loan gu!aratees for tion's path to economic re-
renewable energy projects a
such as wind power.. _ - " ,. r

One thing we've got a lot Of:-( BRUCE CHURCH IS IBM'S SENIO' .

in Texas is wind. In 2007, the EXECUTIVE FOR DALLAS.



HOW to -Stave off a looming -me
0 0 r45L ~

power cnsis across the-US /I
There is a growing shortage of electricity around utilities from around the
the country, and it will take government action countly:

on the state and local levels to avert blackouts and m The government should

brownouts. expand initiatives that boost
efficiency at the consumer

By GLENN ENGLISH and. natural gas. The country's level, such as the Energy De-
JACKSON E. REASOR JR. leading consumer organiza- partment's Weatherization
Special to The Washirgton Post- tions, including the Con- Assistance Program, which

The lights might go. out in sumer Federation ofAnierica helps consumers defray the
Virginia in two years. As a and Consumers Union, re- cost of adding insulation, ef-
Washington Post editorial cently wrote to President- ficient windows,,Energy Star
last fall, and other reports elect Barack Obama, calling . appliances, and heating and
have noted, blackouts are on him "to devote as much cooling systems.
likely in the commonwealth attention to the affordability * Government. policies
by 2011 because demand for of electricity as has been de- 'should encourage the caLL-
electricity is outstripping voted to gasoline.", struction of new power lines_
supply and the state needs *. The U.S. Energy informa- s wwin Ier p-rod-ce in
access to new sources of tion Administration fore-, rural areas can be dis-
power. casts that by 2030, demand patched to cities where it is

Sadly, Virginia's predica7 for electricity will be,30.per7 most.needed.,
ment can be seen around the c Cent higher, the equivalent of * Government must pare the
country. The United States adding. four Californias to red tape. associated with

.faces an energy crisis:.More the power grid. building nuclear power
power generation and more . In some regions, demand plants.
transmission lines are need- will soon outstrip supply. @I For ,real long-term prog-
ed, and all this must be creat- The North America Elec- • ress, our leadersmust invest
ed quickly while also meet-' tric.Refiability COrD., Which in research so a way can.be
ing climate change goals. 'ov teliahility of the found to capture and perma-

Over the.past few months, ..S. electric ower rid, pro- nently store carbon emitted.
officials from the National -je-Iits'Uat the deser-'oTuth- by coal-fired~power plants. If
Rural Electric C prative west will be at risk for black- we can -pull off that feat, we

, Associan have met with: outs in 2010 because of a could optimize' our most
representatives from the 900 shortage of; power genera- plentiful fuel: resource with-

,c0operative electric utilities tion capacity. ' out increasing,, greenhouse
th at, supply power to 40 mil- An Agriculture Depart- gases.
lion people in 47 states. .. ment report this year on ru- .. Congress and Obama face

A common theme has ral electric power generation a historic -. opportunity to
emerged: Our'political lead- found that "brownouts are tame our growing energy cri-
ers must develop a national probable unless investment sis.Iftheydon'tact, the lights /.
energy policy that funds de- in transmission is increased will go out. CA/FCL 0' q12,=(6)
velopment of new technolo- and simultaneously, energy
gies to keep electricity af- efficiency efforts and de- GLENN ENGLISH, A FORMER

fordable while meeting cli- mand side management DEMOCRATIC CONGRESSMAN

mate change goals. Other- must be intensified." FROM OKLAHOMA, IS CHIEF.
wise, a growing number of " So what should Obama do EXECUTIVE OF THE NATIONAL

Americans won't be able to to mdeet both our nation's RURAL ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE
pay for power, and many will growing demand for electric- AssOcIATION. JACKSON E. REA-

be at risk of rolling blackouts ity and our climate change soR JR. IS PRESIDENT AND CHIEF
and brownouts. goals? EXECUTIVE OF OLD DOMINION

In the past five yearshtili- The next administration ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE AND THi"
ty bills have risen 30 percent, should study the energy VIRGINIA, MARYLAND & DELA-

largely because of the rising blueprint promoted by exec- WARE ASSOCIATION OF ELECTRIC

cost of fuel, mainly coal and., utives at cooperative electric COOPERATIVES.
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Pork-free, with plenty of bacon
Fact check: Obarna tries tohave it both ways on pork.

By CALVIN WOODWARD The Associated Press

WASHINGTON-At least Route 31 is a road to somewhere.
President Barack Obama had it both ways Monday when

he promoted his stimulus plan in Indiana and later at a
prime-time news conference. He bragged in Indiana about
getting Congress to produce a package with no pork, yet
boasted it will do good things for a Hoosier highway and a
downtown overpass, just the kind of local projects lawmakers
lard into big spending bills.

Obama's sales pitch on the enormous package he wants
Congress to make law has sizzle as well as steak. He's project-
ing job creation numbers that may be impossible to verify
and glossing over some ethical problems that bedeviled his
team.

In recent years, the so-called Bridge to Nowhere in Alaska
came to symbolize the worst excesses of congressional ear-
marks, a device that allows a member of Congress to add
money for local projects in legislation, practically under the
radar.Nothing so bold, or specific, as that now-discarded bridge

project is contained in the stimulus package. That's not to say
the package steers clear of waste or parochial interests. Oba-
maeplayed to such interests Monday, speaking at one point as
if he'd come to fill potholes.

A look at some of Obama's claims in Elkhart, Ind., and the
news conference called to make his case to the largest pos-
sible audience:

Obama: "Not a single pet project," he told the news confer-
ence. "Not a single earmark."

He said in Elkhart: "Understand, this bill does not have a
single earmark in it, which is unprecedented for a bill of thissize.
... There aren't individual pork projects that members of Con-
gress are putting into this bill."

The facts: There are no "earmarks," as they are usually
defined, inserted by lawmakers in the bill. Still, some of the
projects bear the prime characteristics of pork - tailored to
benefit specific interests or to have thinly disguised links to local
projects.

For example, the latest version contains $2 billion for a clean-
coal power plant with specifications matching one in Mattoon,
Ill.; $10 million for urban canals; $2 billion for manufacturing
advanced batteries for hybrid cars; and $255 million for a polar
icebreaker and other "priority procurements" by the Coast
Guard.

Obama: "Th2y'll be jobs building the wind turbines and solar
panels and fuel-efficient cars th'aFwil tower-our drcependence on
foreign oil and modernizing our costly healthcare system that
will save us billions of dollars and countless lives'"

_-- " "". - ,I-1A nllnr-nt. ý ,,-t

Obama: "We also inherited
the most profound economic
emergency since the Great De-
pression."

The facts: This could turn out
to be the case. But as bad as the
economic numbers are, the un-
employment figures have not
reached the levels of the early
1980s, let alone the 1930s - yet.

A total of 598,000 payroll jobs
vanished in January - the most
in nearly 35 years - and the
unemployment rate jumped to
7.6 from 7.2 percent the month
before. The most recent high was
7.8 percent in June 1992.

And the jobless rate was 10.8.
percent in November and Decem-
ber 1982. Unemployment in the
Great Depression ranged for
several years from 25 percent to
close to 30 percent.

Obama: "I've appointed hun-
dreds of people, all of whom are
outstanding Americans who are
doing a great job. There are a
couple who had problems before
they came into my administra-
tion, in terms of their taxes. ... I
madea mistake ... I.don't want
to send the signal that there are
two sets of rules.'

He added: "Everybody will
acknowledge that we have set up
the highest standard ever for
lobbyists not working in the ad-
ministration."

The facts: Two of his appoin-
tees, former
Senate Demo-
cratic leader
Tom Daschle
for secretary of
health and,
human services 'M
and Nancy Daschle
Killefer as his
chief compli-
ance officer,
dropped out - :
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Disallowances and Overcapitalization
in the U.S. Electric Utility Industry

Stratford Douglas, Thomas A. Garrett, and Russell M. Rhine

Regulation of an industry often produces unintended consequences. Averch and Johnson (1962)
argue that certain regulation of electric utilities provides utilities the incentive to purchase2_m
inefficiently large amount of capital. Another possible and related unintended consequence of
electric utility regulation is that regulatory cost disallowances on capital may also increase utilities'
incentives to overcapitalize. The authors provide theoretical evidence that capital expenditure
disallowances will increase the Averch and Johnson effect in some instances and thus may have
contributed to the overcapitalization problem that regulation was designed to discourage. Our
model shows that disallowances can reduce the rate of return on investment and thereby increase
the Averch and Johnson distortion. (JEL D42, L43, L51)

Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis Review, January/February 2009, 91(1), pp. 23-31.

A ll households, firms, and government

entities depend on one or more of the
3,170 electric utilities in the United
States to provide a reliable source of

energy. These electric companies consist of
investor-owned, publicly owned, cooperative,
and federal utilities.1 Only 8 percent of these
utilities are investor owned, but they produce
approximately 75 percent of the total generating
capability. Publicly owned and federal utilities
each generate about 10 percent of the country's
electricity, and cooperatives generate the remain-
ing 4 percent. The revenue from retail sales (to
ultimate consumers) for all electric utilities
amounted to $326 billion in 2006 and represents
about 2.5 percent of gross domestic product.

The industry increased output by 20 percent
from 1995 to 2006, and generation capacity is

expected to grow by another 8 percent over the
next five years. Currently, nearly 98 percent of
the existing capacity consists of fossil fuel power
plants, nuclear reactors, hydroelectric power
plants, and other renewable energy sources. 2

Although these sources all contribute to the total

generation, fossil fuels generate the majority of

electricity. Natural gas, coal, and petroleum supply
41 percent, 31 percent, and 6 percent of generation

capabilities, respectively. Nuclear, hydroelectric,
and other renewable sources comprise approxi-
mately 19 percent. 3 To date, the academic litera-
ture has devoted much attention to the U.S. electric

Investor-owned utilities are private corporations that operate to

produce a rate of return for their investors. Publicly owned utilities
are nonprofit agencies owned by local governments. Cooperatives
are owned by members of a community and typically operate in
rural areas where investor-owned utilities are not economically
feasible. Federal electric utilities are owned and operated by the
federal government.

Other renewable sources, as defined by the Energy Information
Administration (2007), include wood, black liquor, other wood
waste, municipal solid waste, landfill gas, sludge waste, tires,
agriculture by-products, other biomass, geothermal, solar thermal,
photovoltaic energy, and wind.

3 For details, see Energy Information Administration (2007).

Stratford Douglas is an associate professor of economics at West Virginia University. Thomas A. Garrett is an assistant vice president and
economist at the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis. Russell M. Rhine is an associate professor of economics at Saint Mary's College of
Maryland. Lesli Ott provided research assistance.
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published, distributed, displayed, and transmitted in their entirety if copyright notice, author name(s), and full citation are included. Abstracts,
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utility industry. The primary reason for such
interest is that electricity is used by all Americans,
and firms in the industry enjoy a monopolistic
market structure, at least at the distribution level.
Although the academic literature is broad in scope,
most articles fall into two categories. The first
category is cost analysis-primarily the measuring
of scale economies. That is, researchers attempt to
determine where firms are operating on their long-
run average cost curves and subsequently deter-
mine whether production costs can be lowered by
having firms increase or decrease their scale of
production. The second category, much larger than
the first, is analysis of the regulatory aspect of the
industry and the unanticipated consequences of
those regulations. Relevant regulations involve
not only those related to the environmental impact
of electricity generation but also those regulating
profits by setting the price that firms are allowed
tochhefr bir electricity.

One specific issue that has sparked much
attention is the overcapitalization of the electric\
utility industry--that is, electric utilities hold a

quantity of capital that is greater than the cost-
minimizing quantity. Averch and Johnson (1962;
hereafter A-J) argued that privately owned utilities
invest in capital beyond the cost-minimizing level
in response to the incentives offered by regulation.
The authors showed how a regulator, by tying a
firm's allowed profit to its capital stock and offer-
ing a rate of return on capital that exceeds the
marginal cost of capital, provides the firm the
incentive to purchase an inefficiently large amount
of capital. The A-J model has been thoroughly
analyzed, discussed, and tested in the academic
literature. 4

The key aspect of the A-J model is that regula-
tion of electric utilities results in the unintended
consequence of overcapitalization. We argue in
thispaperth e A-J 1 old isn complete and
can thus be expanded to account for another
aspect of electric utility regulation: A regulator's
denial of cost recovery for some portion of the
utility's capital expenditures provides an addi-
tional incentive for firms to overcapitalize. The
bas•isTor thinceStiv e is that a por•tionof the
firm's capital is excluded from the calculation of
profit by the regulator. Firms will thus invest more
in capital to maintain or increase profits

One purpose of the regulatory disallowances
was to make utility management accountable for
cost overruns and thereby reduce their incentive
to overcapitalize. Lyon and Mayo (2005) state that
the disallowances were punitive and directed
toward poorly managed firms. Thediso n
succeeded in the sense that they apparently
reduced utilities' appetite for constructing large
new power plants; few large power plants and
no new nuclear pla have been initiated in the
past 20 years. But a subtler question remains as to
whether the disallowances increased the efficiency
of utilities' capital purchase decisions given the
higher cost of capital.

We preface our theoretical framework by first
providing an overview of the economic effects of
regulation, including unintended consequences.
We then provide a conceptual framework for over-
capitalization that serves as a basis for our theo-
retical model, which expands the A-J model. We
find theoretical support for the proposition that
regulatory cost disallowances increase utilities'
incentives to overcapitalize. Thus, the overcapital-
ization in the electric utility industry is a result
not only of the A-J effect, but also of regulatory
denial of cost recovery for a portion of a utility's
capital expenditures.

THE ELECTRIC UTILITY INDUSTRY,
MONOPOLY, AND REGULATION

The electric utility industry, like most public
utilities, is considered a natural monopol and
has faced state and local r~eguations since the late

4
Nelson (1985) attributes the overcapitalization to utility overesti-
mates of future demand growth in the late 1970s and early 1980s.
Nemoto, Nakanishi, and Mandono (1993) find evidence of over-
capitalization of electric utilities in Japan and attribute it to the A-J
effect. Thompson, Islam, and Rose (1996) also find evidence of
overcapitalization in the U.S. electric utility industry but they make
no conclusions as to its source. Rungsuriyawiboon and Stefanou
(2007) find evidence of the A-J effect using a dynamic duality model
of intertemporal decisionmaking. Tests of the A-J effect in the elec-
tric utility industry using a production function rather than a cost
function empirical specification have yielded conflicting results.
Spann (1974) and Courville (1974) find evidence for the A-J effect
using a translog and a Cobb-Douglas production function, respec-
tively. Boyes (1976) uses a system of input demand functions derived
from a production function and finds no evidence supporting the
A-J theory.
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1800s. 5 As demonstrated in Figure 1, natural
monopolies, by definition, exhibit decreasing
average and marginal costs over a wide range of
output because of hi h fixed coss (plants, equip-
ment) and low var'able and marginal costs.6 Thus,
one firm can produce most or all of the electricity
demanded by consumers more cheaply than could
multiple firms. Monopoly pricing involveschgi
a price (PM) greater than the marginal cost (MC)
of production and producing an output level (QM)
less than that under perfect competition (Qc),
therefore resulting in a loss in economic efficiency.

The basic model of monopoly regulation posits
that regulators aim to reduce the price charged
by the monopolist and expand the monopolist's
output. One common approach is to set the price
equal to the marginal cost of production (point E).
This mimics pricing under perfect competition.
However, given the cost structure of monopoly,
marginal costs are below average costs (AC), so
marginal cost pricing often results in a financial
loss for the monopolist. Average cost pricing devi-
ates from the competitive price and output level
(because average costs > marginal costs), but still
results in a price and output level (point F) that
approximates the competitive solution.

Although in theory the regulation of monopoly
pricing is fairly straightforward, in reality it may
be difficult to achieve the price and output levels
that would exist under perfect competition, given
that regulation occurs in political markets. As first
discussed by Stigler (1971), consumers and pro-
ducers have different objectives with regard to
monopoly prices-consumers prefer lower prices
and greater output, whereas the monopolist prefers
higher prices and lower output. According to
Stigler, it is reasonable to assume that both groups
exert political pressure to set regulatory outcomes
in their favor.

Stigler's model shows that a vote-maximizing
regulator will set a utility's sale price of electric-
ity such that the marginal gain in support from
producers is just offset by the loss in consumer

See Warkentin-Glenn (2006) for a history of the electric utility
industry.

The cost curves shown in Figure 1 are for a representative natural
monopolist and may not represent the identical cost and pricing
structure of all monopolists.

Figure 1

Structure of Natural Monopoly

Price

I
Q,, Qc Quantity

votes. Thus, in Figure 1, political competition
between consumers and producers will ensure
that the regulated price will lie somewhere
between PM and PC and the regulated output will
lie somewhere between QM and Qc. The exact
location will depend on the relative strengths of
consumer and producer groups in exerting politi-
cal pressure. Given that the cost of organizing
producer groups..i muc. h .. than the cost of
organizing thousands or millions of consumers

• lson, 1965; Peltzman, 1976), producers are
likely to exert more political pressure than are
consumers; as a result, regulation will likely favor
pro~duce----.

-ý n~her aspect of regulation that has garnered
attention in the literature-and is most relevant
for the purpose of our paper-is the potential for
unintended consequences as a result of regulation.
Unintended consequences are, as the term sug-
gests, unanticipated effects from policy actions.
Examples from other industries include those
described by Hall, Propper, and Reenan (2008),
who find that regulated pay for medical staff
across geographically heterogeneous labor markets
results in problems with recruiting, retaining, and
motivating high-quality workers, which ultimately
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Figure 2

Overcapitalization

L

affects hospital performance; and Nelson (2003),
who finds that the regulation of alcohol advertis-
ing initiated to restrict demand for one type of
product creates increased demand for other alco-
holic products.

As mentioned earlier, overcapitalization in the
electric utility industry is one unintended con-
sequence of regulating the industry. Specifically,
a firm is motivated to purchase an inefficiently
i-arge amount of capital because a regulator ties
the firm's allowed profit to its capital stock. We
argue that overcapitalization will be exacerbated
when a portion of a firm's capital is excluded
from the calculation of profit by the regulator,
and firms will thus invest more in the type of
capital not excluded from the profit calculation
to maintain or increase profits.

Overcapitalization Explained

Many industry observers, both inside and
outside academia,.believe that the electric utilit,
industry in the United States is overcapitalized.
Our theoretical model presented in the next sec-
tion focuses on overcapitalization, and so we dis-
cuss overcapitalization in general to better lay the
foundation for our theoretical model.

In Figure 2, K* is the cost-minimizing capital
stock for production along the ex post isoquant.
Suppose we observe a firm producing inefficiently
at point B using capital stock, K. The A-J model
explains a firm's decision to produce at point B
as a rational response to regulatory incentives.
Once it arrives at B, it will tend to stay there. More
intuitively, the price that an electric utility is
allowed to charge for its output is set by industry
regulators. The regulators choose a price so that
the firm will generate enough revenue to cover the
operating costs, which include labor expenses,
and to generate enough'profit to pay the investors
a fair rate of return on capital. Thus, with produc-
tion inputs of capital and labor, the firm knows
that an increase in labor expenses will be offset
by an increase in revenues by the same amount.
However, an increase in capital investment will
be offset by an increase in revenue that is greater
than the increased costs to ensure that investors
receive a fair rate of return. Thus, the firm has an
incentive to increase its investment in capital.
Our theoretical exercise in the next section of
the paper determines whether a firm will choose
point B instead of A because of regulatory incen-
tives or for some other reason.

Overcapitalization can appear in many differ-
ent .guises. Utilities that need new capacity might
avoid leasing available power plants, preferring
to build their own. They might resist selling power
plants that they do not need. They might resist
joining efficient power pools. They might ineffi-
ciently choose capital-intensive expenditures for
pollution abatement (such as scrubbers) over less
capital-intensive alternatives (such as co-firing or
"green power" purchases)..They also might appear
overeager to move to under'ground distribution
systems. They might impose excessive safety and
reliability standards on themselves, resulting in
a "reserve margin" in the form of an idle genera-
tion plant that exceeds any rational requirements.
As Kahn (1988) explains, utilities ma\,>have
"excessively high (because excessively 'costly)
standards of reliability and uninterruptibility of
service, with correspondingly high and costly
specification for the equipment they employ."
Finally, utilities may allow themselves to be~auex-
charged for capital equipment, as occurred in the
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electrical equipment manufacturers' price con-
spiracy of the 1950s (Emery, 1973).

Overcapitalization also can occur because of
forecast error when the firm overestimates futur

emand. FaultvrecasTin is -easonable sus ect
as a cause of utility overcapitalization. The late
l -s early 1980s saw both a decrease in the
U.S. rate of economic growth and, because of the
increase in relative energy prices, the first signif-
icant divergence between rates of growth in the
economy and in the demand for energy. Traditional
methods of demand forecasting failed to account
for these trends, and utilities continued to build
large power plants to serve demand that, in many
cases, never materialized. xac.rbatin _his trnt
was the greatlv incrpncod coet of nuclear power
as a result of the regulatory response to the Three
Mile Island incident in 1979.

Large generation plants must be built well
before anticipated demand is realized. If the ex
ante isoquant in Figure 2 were the anticipated
level of demand, then K would be the ex ante cost-
minimizing level of capital. However, when actual
demand is realized ex post, the firm finds itself
operating off its least-cost expansion path at point
B. If presented with efficient incentives, the firm
would move to point A as quickly as possible.
Thus, if overcapitalization arose solely in response
to overestimation of demand, then overcapitaliza-
tion should decline over time as the firm adapts
to the unexpectedly low-demand environment.

Past studies on adapting to a world in which
regulators occasionally deny recovery or return
on part or all of a utility's capital investment have
shown varying results. Lyon (1991), Gal-Or and
Spiro (1992), and Gilbert and Newbery (1994)
argue that capital disallowances may decrease
investment, whereas Tiesberg (1993) finds that
capital disallowances may increase investment.
The disallowance might be expected to increase
the riskiness of the firm's investments, and this
increased riskiness of capital could cause utilities
to reduce their use of capital. If so, the model
presented in this paper identifies a countervail-
ing incentive-a tendency to overcapitalize even
further because of the disallowance effect on a
utility's de facto allowed rate of return.

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF ST. LOUIS REVIEW

The A-] Model

The A-J model depicts a profit-maximizing
firm that is subject to a regulated rate of return.
The production function specification may be
inappropriate for the traditional electric utility,
given the generally accepted stylized facts of the
industry. A production function assumes that a
firm maximizes output for a given level of inputs;
however, a traditional electric utility is more likely
to find its output level fixed because its price is
regulated within its geographically defined ser-
vice area. It will choose its input quantities endoge-
nously in response to largely exogenous factor
market prices. Therefore, the dual cost function,
in which input quantities are chosen in response
to fixed factor prices and output levels, is a better
model for the behavior of the electric utility.

A-J demonstrate that if the allowed rate of
return exceeds the cost of capital, then a firm's
capital stock will increase to the point where the
cost of capital exceeds its marginal product. Let
R(Y), P, Y, Pi, K, L, and sKbe the revenue func-
tion, output price, the quantity of output, the
price of the inputs, the quantity of capital, the
quantity of labor, and the allowed rate of return,
respectively, where i = K, L. The price of capital,
PK, is the interest cost in holding plant and
equipment, which differs from the acquisition
cost of capital, c. We assume that c = 1; thus, the
regulator constrains the firm to an allowed rate
of return, SK, that will cover the physical quan-
tity of capital,- c K, after operating expenses are
deducted from revenue. That is,

PY - PLL < SK..

K

Equation (1) below is the Lagrangian for a profit-
maximizing firm. The firm maximizes profits sub-
ject to two constraints. The first constraint is the
regulatory-constrained allowed rate of return, and
the second constraint is output that is subject to
the production function, Y• F(K, L). Equations (2)
through (6) are the first-order conditions that result
from maximizing equation (1):

-T(K, L, A, u) = R(Y)- PKK- PLL

(1) +A(sKK-R(Y)+PLL)+p(F(L, K)-Y)
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(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

-= PL(A-1)+FL =0

= F(K, L)-YL =0

= -PK + ASK + yFK = 0

= (1- =

T= sKK-R+PLL= 0.

We assume that R' > 0, FL > 0, FK > 0 and that
the firm earns a profit (i.e., SK > PK)" We also set
G = R(F(KL)) and assume that it is concave so that
the second-order condition for maximization is
satisfied. Therefore, the marginal revenue products
of labor and capital are GL = R'FL and GK = R'FK,
respectively. Finally, we assert that 1 > AL > 0 and
y > 0 (Takayama, 1993). By combining equations
(2) and (5), it follows that the firm uses labor effi-
ciently: GL equals the wage; but by combining
equations (4) and (5), it follows that firms do not

use capital efficiently: GK is less than PK, as shown
in equation (7):

The capital stock, K, plays a twofold role in a
regulated firm, as both a productive input and the
rate base for computing allowed profit. The rate
base is defined as the amount of capital expendi-
tures that the regulator uses to determine the costs
that should be passed on to consumers. The regu-
lator determines whether expenditures on capital
may be included in the firm's rate base and there-
fore paid for by utility customers. If a portion of
a firm's capital expenditure was not prudently
incurred, then the regulator may disallow that
portion (i.e., exclude it from the rate base). Many
utilities incurred massive disallowances in the
1980s, primarily because of cost overruns and
tighter safety standards for nuclear power plants.

We suggest that the disallowances in fact exac-
erbated the A-J effect in some instances, thereby
reducing the efficiency of capital use. The exact
effect depends on whether the disallowed power
plant is capable of producing electricity for sale.
Suppose that the regulator disallows a capital
expenditure on a power plant that represents
some proportion, 3, of the utility's total rate base,
where 0 < 3 < 1. If the power plant is never com-
pleted or is not allowed to operate, then the full
capital expenditure appears as a cost, but only
the allowed portion appears in the rate base and
the production function.8 Thus, the disallowed
capital expenditure is useless-it is not generating
electricity or revenues for the firm. The Lagrangian
for disallowed useless capital is shown by equa-
tion (9):

_T(useless)(K, L, A, p)=R(Y)- PKK- PL L

(9) +A(SK(1-3)K-R(Y)+PLL)

+p(F((1-3)K, L)-Y),

where R(Y)- G((1-3)K, L).

The firm incurs the full cost of purchasing K, but
the allowed rate of return, SK, applies only to the

8 An example of a completed power plant that was unable to be

used for production is the Shoreham nuclear power plant in New
York; on completion, it was never allowed to operate because of
safety concerns.

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF ST. LOUIS REVIEW

(7) GL=PL, GK<PK.

By totally differentiating equation (6) with respect
to SK and applying the efficient use of labor from
equation (7), the A-J effect can be produced and
is shown in equation (8).7 Decreasing the allowed
rate of return results in the firm increasing its

capital stock:

dK dK dL G dL
K + dK _ GK - + PL 0 GL 0

dSK dSK dsK dSK

(8) ==>K =(GK-SK ) K+ (GL--PL)dsK
dSK dLK

dK K-- <0.
dSK GK -SK

7 See Takayama (1993, pp. 215-16) for a more detailed discussion
and rigorous proof.
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rate base (1 - 3)K and only (1 - 3)K is productive.
Essentially, the disallowance reduces the firm's
capital stock, both as productive input and as a
portion of the rate base, while retaining a sunk
cost of PK 3K on the firm. Equations (10) through
(14) are the first-order conditions that result from
the maximization of equation (9):

(10) - PL(A-1)+ yFL=O
3L

51 F F((1 -6) K, L)- Y=O0

(12) 8I

(12) -- PK + 4(18- )SK + (1-- 8)MFK= 0

82(13) - (1- L) -y = 0

62£
(14) --•SK(1-6)K-R+PLL=0.

The same first- and second-order conditions as
previously stated hold, and the firm earns a profit,
(1 - 8 )sK > PK" Combining equations (10) and
(13) indicates efficient use of labor, as shown in
equation (15):

Although no change occurs in the marginal effect
of an increase in the allowed rate of return, an
increase in the disallowance of useless capital
does, in fact, increase the amount of capital pur-
chased. Equation (17) is the result of totally differ-
entiating equation (14) with respect to 8, and it
indicates that an increase in the scale of the dis-
allowance causes an increase in K:

(17)
dK sK >K
d6 (1-=l)(sKGK)>O

(15) GL = PL"

The incremental input distortion caused by a
change in the allowed rate of return, sK, is the
same in the model with a useless capital disal-
lowance as it is in the classic A-J model. This can
be seen by totally differentiating equation (14)
with respect to SK and applying equation (15).
Equation (16) shows the effect of a change in sK

on the capital stock, K:

(16)
(1- 6)K +(1 - )sK dK _(_) GK dK

dsK dSK

dL dL = 0

LsK - dsK

S(1-6)K = (GK SK)(I_1) dK +(GLP dL
dSK dSK

dK M K

dsK GK-SK
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More commonly, the disallowed capital is
capable of producing electricity (i.e., it is "useful"),
but it is either not needed to s .

captive customer base or its construction costs are
judged excessi~~ve.In the latter case, the utility will
take the disallowed costs out of its rate base, but it
may continue to operate and sell the power either
to its customers or off-system on the wholesale
market. Thus, as shown in equation (18), the dis-
allowed unit remains in the production function

2.use,,l (K, L, X, y)= R(Y)- PK K- PL L

(18) +1(SK(1-3)K-R(Y)+PLL)
+/,I(F (K, L) -Y),

where R(Y)- G(K, L).

Because the first-order conditions with respect
to Y and L are identical to that of useessGL = PL
still holds. However, the remaining first-order

conditions do differ and are shown as equations
(11'), (12'), and (14'):

82J3
(11') T = F(K, L)- Y = 0

(12') -= PK +4(1-8)SK +UyFK = 0
8K

(14') -=sK(1-8)K-R+PLL=O.8AL

The effect of changing the allowed rate of return,
sK, is somewhat different in the presence of useful
but disallowed capital,
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(19)
dK = (1-8)K <0.
dSK GK -(15)S

The inequality in equation (19) holds if the post-
disallowance rate of return exceeds the marginal
revenue product of capital: that is, (1 - 3 )SK > GK.

Note that if there were no disallowed capital in
equation 19, the result would be identical to the
A-J model shown by equation (8). However, equa-
tion (20) indicates that the A-J distortion effect of
regulatory tightening for disallowed useful capital
exceeds the distortion for a firm with digallowed
useless capital:

dK =(1 --6)(SK -- GK) dK

(20 dSK(us) (1 '5)- SK - GK )dSK(useless)

and (1--5)(SK--GK) >1.(1 - 3)sK - GK

In addition, as equation (21) shows, an increase
in the disallowance of useful capital has a positive
marginal distortive effect on the capital stock:

(21)
dK SKK

>(0.d6 (1 - 6)SK - GK

tortion than a firm with disallowed capital that is
not operable or a firm with no disallowed capital.
This difference is due to the fact that the operable
disallowed capital continues to generate revenue
for the firm; subsequently, the marginal revenue
product of capital is not reduced by the existence
of capital that generates no revenue.

CONCLUSION
We provide theoretical evidence that capital

expenditure disallowances reinforce the Averch-
Johnson effect and thereby may have contributed
to the overcapitalization problem they were
designed to decrease. The theoretical model shows
that disallowances, especially of useful plants,
reduce the de facto allowed rate of return on capi-
tal and thereby increase the Averch-Johnson input
distortion. All these results support the idea that
ovrain 7t n' rofit-maximizingrspne

to rate-of-return regulatory incentives and not a
mistake caused by incorrect demand torecasting.
These results have some relevance to current
policy. Regulators and regulated firms in several
industries, including natural gas, electricity, and
telecommunications, are taking capital assets out
of their rate bases. Currently, the reason for such
action is not imprudence but g2_guatiion. Our
results suggest that the way in which this process
occurs matters. In particular, taking the assets out
of the rate base, but leaving them in the hands of
a regulated firm that is subject to an overall rate-
of-return constraint, could result in inefficient
overcapitalization. In general, regulators need to
be aware that their policies could have unantici-
pated consequences.
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